
Aconable Language Insights (ALI) provides an automated assessment of legal and 
financial risk associated with contractual agreements. Combining state-of-the-art 
machine learning algorithms and established Behavioural Science approaches, our 
plaorm provides three types of human-readable insights: Topics Analysis (e.g. links to 
a confidenality breach), Percepon Analysis (e.g. threat or ambiguity), and a 
Predicve Analysis of Risk (the likelihood that a document may result in ligaon).

Aqualo has developed a patented desalinaon soluon at medium and large scale.  
Aqualo’s system has unmatched low power consumpon and high recovery raos 
which makes it ideal for solar-powered and other off-grid desalinaon for industrial 
(mining, food, beverage), commercial (hotels, resorts) and municipal use. Aqualo’s 
extremely efficient technology can save a single desalinaon plant up to US$3.5 million 
every year in electricity costs and increase the lifeme of the high-cost RO membranes. 
Aqualo’s technology dramacally decreases the volume of discharged harmful brine 
and will help aand will help any customer meet ghtening environmental regulaons.  

The rise in anbioc resistant superbugs, drug-resistant cancers and resistant crop 
pests threatens to have a major impact, and idenfying novel bioacve chemical 
compounds is hard. Typically it take 100,000 compounds to find one with promising 
bioacvity, making discovery of new medicines and agrichemicals slow and expensive. 
Erebagen’s proprietary plaorm Gen2NCE overcomes this problem using bioinformacs 
and synthec biology techniques to discover novel natural product compounds that 
have hit-rates 20x - beer than synthec chemical libraries.
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Esitu Soluons has developed an innovave method of assessing and improving driver 
safety that can reduce on-road collisions, decreasing human and financial costs. Based 
on the theorecal framework of Situaon Awareness, our video-based assessment 
tests idenfy drivers who are more at risk of a collision, while our training tools 
improve their skills and reduce their crash-likelihood. For organisaons operang fleets, 
it offers a valuable service to help ensure that all their drivers return home safely.

Figura Analycs has developed a rapid non-destrucve method to screen bacteria and 
other contaminants in liquid samples within minutes - providing a microbiology lab 
into the hands of the user. Figura uses an electrochemical sensor to detect and 
quanfy bacteria in two modes, first screening large volumes then targeng specific 
strains of bacteria. The technology aims to revoluonise the microbiology tesng 
market for use in the drinks, ballast water, environmental and defence industries.

for further informaon contact: icure@warwick.ac.uk

MetaGuideX is a new test that can allow a faster, less invasive and cost-reducing 
diagnosis for metastac breast cancer. MetaGuideX is based on the idenficaon of a 
novel biomarker that is present when the cancer can spread. Our soluon can easily fit 
into the present cancer diagnosc path, which allows prompt straficaon of paent 
treatment and saves money on ineffecve therapy. Importantly, this represents the 
first blood biopsy biomarker for monitoring long term recurrence of breast cancer.



Nanofibres are set to revoluonise the materials world, from lighter/stronger 
composites to advanced electronic smart texles. Radical Fibres’ innovave 
game-changing manufacturing plaorm allows rapid prototyping to large-area 
fabricaon, something currently no one else can offer. We offer polymer nanofibre and 
feasibility services, ulising our core innovaon to develop and exploit resulng 
customisaon IP, unlocking new products and market opportunies for customers.
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Early-stage diagnosis of cancers saves lives. Tagomics have developed a novel 
epigenec profiling technology capable of diagnosing and monitoring cancers from a 
simple, non-invasive blood test - a liquid biopsy. Tagomics-enabled clinical assays will 
eliminate the need for ssue biopsies and therefore surgery, removing its physical 
impact on the paent and any risk of infecon. Tagomics profiling technology is 
targeted, cost effecve, and highly sensive.

Vanguard Sustainable Transport Soluons, creators of the UK’s first hydrogen train,  
generate and store hydrogen from water using electricity using portable electrolysers 
and hydrogen storage units. These units can be located at the depot site where the 
users intend to refuel their fleets. Our product will provide a convenient, green opon 
for powering the transport fleets of the future. 

The current cost of osteoporosis is €37 billion pa and USD$ 19 billion pa. With costs 
projected to rise dramacally in coming years.  VibraScan's cost-effecveness, 
portability and ease of use ensure bone density measurement is more widely 
accessible through health professionals and pre-screening clinics resulng in more 
mely detecon and preventave care. Early treatment reduces fracture risk and has 
significant economic impact.

BACTIGON® from Tempus Scienfic is an innovave long-lasng coang inherently 
resistant to bacterial biofilm formaon. It has no leachable ingredient, so does not 
suffer from depleon and has minimal environmental impact. Bacterial biofilms affect a 
diverse range of environments and can cause significant levels of paent morbidity 
through infecon. BACTIGON® can prevent these problems; it is already in clinical use  
on a CE-marked urinary catheter, and can be applied to other applicaon areas.

Power by Light (PBL) is a new technology for long-range wireless power and data 
transmission. Using an eye- and skin-safe near-infrared laser, energy is transmied over 
ranges from millimetres to kilometres. A dedicated photovoltaic receiver converts 
opcal energy to electrical power with record conversion efficiencies. A PBL transmier 
and retrofied receiver confers long-range wireless power funconality to exisng 
electronic devices; enabling mobility and persistent power without tethering to an 
electrical outlet. 

for further informaon contact: icure@warwick.ac.uk
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